...nothing! His beautiful playset was gone! In truth, it wasn’t really Skipper’s playset - it was the
neighboring community of poor squirrels’ playset. Skipper though, liked to think of it as his.
Anyways, Skipper was extremely shocked and surprised: the playset he loved and adored is
gone! Then, Skipper remembered something that made him cry: the playset belonged to a poor
community of squirrels whose only toy was this playset and now, it was gone. “They won’t be
able to afford another one,” Skipper thought. Having nothing else to do, Skipper tearfully walked
home.
The next morning, Skipper jumped out of bed with excitement. He couldn’t wait to play
on his playset, “that doesn't exist anymore,” Skipper suddenly cried out sadly.
Skipper strained his small brain to try to try to think of a plan for him and the neighboring
poor community of squirrels. He thought and thought but couldn’t think of any idea. His thoughts
were interrupted when his mother called him to breakfast.
At the breakfast table, an idea hit Skipper! The key was: Skipper was part of a team that
manufacturers playsets!
Two days later, Skipper walked up the steps to SwingIt headquarters joyfully! Today was
the board meeting when he would present the idea to the rest of the team. He knew they would
all like it. Skipper took his seat at the table and the meeting began. When it was his turn,
Skipper’s Chesed project was greeted in excitement. “What a beautiful idea,” the team
unanimously said!
So, the Chesed project was launched. Swingit happily donated their most beautiful,
magnificent playset to the poor community. The community (and Skipper) was overjoyed and
heartfully thanked Swingit for their Chesed! Swingit Playsets made a big Kiddush Hashem and
everyone (especially Skipper with his brand-new advanced playset) was happy.

